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Product Introduction
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Panel introduction
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Technical Feature

Function Feature

Technical parameter
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1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

. real-time control of 2048 parameters (up to 65536 parameters after

connecting to Tekmand system)

4 DMX in/out

15 pcs executing faders, 60pcs executor buttons

2 USB interfaces

Available to connect to TEKMND onPC system via USB

Independent adjustable backlit button

1 Power AC100-240V, 0.09A,50/60 Hz

2 Max power 5W

3 IP IP20

4 Working Temperature -10 40º

5 Dimension 354x320x64

6 Package: carton, 1pc/ctn

7 Net weight 2.2KG
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Note: The remark of “Only adapted in the area that is below the altitude height of
2000m” or similar warning remarks should be pasted in the obvious place on the
equipment which can only be used under the altitude height of 2000m, such as the
following:
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Safety Lock Connection

Hard Ware Connection
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Equipment connection

Power DMX magnifier

Because the product is small in size, a safety lock is made to prevent the

controller from stealing. A safety rope is suggested to purchase to avoid stealing

when the user leaves.

Terminal plug
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Brief introduction

1.Make sure the computer installs Tekmand On PC 3.3.0.12                before operation.

2.

3.

Connect the computer to the fader wing via USB cable. Use Zadig to install the

driver.

Open the Tekmand On PC software, press “SETUP” and a dialogue will pop up

which shows the connection is successful.

4 LED backlit brightness: Keep all faders in a

programme, and then push these faders to the top. Enter SETUP/Controller/Lighting

operation interface, scroll up/down “EXECUTOR LED ”bar to adjust the brightness

from 0% to 100%.

5 Fader: Enter SETUP/Controller/Hardware Detect operation interface, push the

fader and the value will be the same as the percentage in the fader bar shown in Pic

two.

6.LED light full off : Enter SETUP/Controller/Hardware Detect operation interface,

click “control all LED” , all LED should be full on/off.

Pic One

.

.

on the lower middle keyboard
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Pic Two

8.User Login” Click TOOL window to select LOGIN and a login window will pop up.

Then enter the user name and password like the following:

Note:：

3.

1. The user should read the user manual before operation.

The ambient temperature should not exceed 40 ° when using the console.

Avoid to used it under the humid or dusty environment.

Store it in the clean and dry environment. Keep the power cable in good

condition and do not let the power cable crack.

4. Pay attention to heat dissipation after operation for a long time.

；

2.

7.Dimmer Wheel: Enter SETUP/Controller/Hardware Detect operation interface,

rotate the wheel, the value will be the same as Pic two.




